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*** Lord Kames's report of this case is voct PRooF.

1754, .71ly 24.

WILLIAM fOOG Merchant in Rotterdam against KENNEDY alid MACLEAN, Mer
chants in Glasgow.

IN July 1751, Kennedy and Company commissioned certain goods from Hoog,
to be sent by the first ship bound for Leith, Greenock, or Borrostownness

post L. oo in notes ; and he alleged he had accordingly, the next day, upon
receiving their order, wrote them an answer ; and with his own hands inclosed
in it the L. io, and sent it by his son to the post-office.

Marshalls acknowledged the commission ; but as the answers and notes had
never come to their hands, pleaded, They had no reason to believe the money
had ever been sent, and therefore they could not be liable.

A proof being allowed before answer, the pursuer was not able to bring any
direct evidence, either of his having enclosed the notes, or sent the letter to
the post-office. But he proved by his clerks, that, in letters which he dictated
to them, he was in use to inclose bank-notes to his correspondents, and, in par-
ticular to these defenders: That he generally sealed these letters himself, and
sent them to the post-office by his son, who attended his shop in the quality of
a clerk : That, on the very. day the letter covering the notes was said to be
sent, a copy of it had been entered in his copy-book of letters, and the sum
entered into his cash-book; and that, in the same evening, his cash was balan-
ced, and the sum found exactly to answer with the cash in hand. It appeared
likewise in the proof, that the post-seal had been broke off the Falkland bag, in
which this letter should have been carried. But this last circumstance did not
seem to have any weight in the determination of the cause; for, upon advising
the proof, the Court was of opinion, that the pursuer's books, together with
his oath in supplement, if required, was sufficient evidence that the commission
was obeyed. An example was given of notifying the dishopour of a bill of ex-
change, where a copy of a letter to the drawer or indorser, ingrossed in the co-
py-book of letters, is' held sufficient proof, without necessity of bringing parole
evidence that the letter was wrote and delivered at the post-house.

The defenders upon hearing the opinion of the Court, did not insist for the
pursuer's oath in supplement.

" THE LoRDS found that Mr Cuming had executed the commission given him
by Marsialls, faithfully and conform to their orders; and therefore found the
defenders liable to the pursuer in the account claimed, and also in expences of
process, and for extracting the decreet."

Act. 7o. Grant Alt. Ro. Craigie. Clerk, 7ustice.
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PERICULIM.

Hoog, on the 12th of August, shipped the goods on board the Hopewell, Bur.
ton, bound for Leith, and committed the invoice to the. care of the captain:
He sent no bill of loading, or formal letter of advice, by course of post; but,
on the 3 d of September, he transmitted a copy of his account-current, wherein
he took credit for goods sent by Burton for Leith as per invoice, without spe-
cifying either the goods or the ship. The Hopewell -sailed from Rotterdam on
the 6th of September, and next day was lost. Kennedy and Company being
pursued by Hoog for the price of the goods commissioned, contended, 'That they
were not liable; and -pleaded, That Hoog, as executor of a mercantilecommis-
sion, was bound to have sent bill of, loading, invoice, or letter, of advice, by
course of post, to his constituents; and that his -omission must subject him to
the damage arising from the loss of the goods. Neither does it alter the case
that the loss was fortuitous; for that the custom of merchants presumes, That,
where damage could have been avoided,: on informatiOn given, it would have
been avoided. Now, the'defender might, on -advice, have insured the goods,
and avoided the damage; without advice, he could not; Hoog must therefore
be subjected to the damage, which, by his own neglect, became inevitable.

Answered for Hoog : The defences ought to be. repelled; for- that the com-
mission was executed according to its precise tenor ; neither bill, of loading,
nor letter of advice was required; and the custom of -merchants is, in this case,
indeterminate. Where regular posts are not established, it is impossible to send
hills of loading and letters of advice where the ship generally arrives sooner
than the post, which happens in the run between Holiandaid Leith, it would -

be superfluous. But, separatim, the 1defendeis might, in consequence of the
advice given, have insured the goods. Advice was- tireously given, That
goods -were shipped on board a vessel, cimmanded by Burton, and bound for
Leith; the defenders knew that thei goods in question were the only goods
commissioned by them from the pItster; they, might therefore have insured
them; for that, hlthough the voyage must be specifed' in-the - policy of insu-
rance, the extent of -the premium depending upon it ; yet-the name of the ves-
sel and of the conitnandek need not.

THE LRDs found the defenders liable, and also found expences due."-
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Lord Karnes reports this case i

UPoN the 12th July 1751, Kennedy and M'Lean wrote to Mr Hoog, mer- -

chant in Rotterdam, and commissioned from him two butts bright madder, and

300 pounds tartar, to be sent by the first ship to Greenock; Leith, or Borrow-
stounness, Upon the 12th of August, these goods were pist oi board the Hope.
well, Captain Burton niaster, for Leith, without any bill of lading, invoice, or
letter of advice. On the 14th of September, Mr Floog transmitted to his cor-
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No 31* respondents their account-current, in whicli was engrossed the goods commis-
missioned, mentioned to be sent per Burton for Leith. It appeared after, that
Burton had sailed from Rotterdam 25 th August, and, on the 4 th September,
was shipwrecked on the coast of Holland. A process being brought for pay-
ment of the price of the 'goods commissioned; the defence was, That if the
pursuer had sent a letter of advice debito tempore, the goods would have been
insured; and, therefore, that his neglect must subject him to all hazards. And,
in support of this defence, it was laid down as a general rule, that it is the in-
dispensable duty of factors and others who deal b7 commission, to give regular
notice of the shipping of the goods by course of post, and also to transmit a co-

py of the bill oflading. It was answered, That this general rule suffers many
exceptions; in particular, that in small commissions from this country to Lon-
don' or Holland, there is no such thing in practice as regular letters of advice
by course of the post and that. such regular advice would, especially from
Holland, be an useless piece of form; because, for the most part the ship ar-
rives at Leith, before the letter can come by the course of the post. The pur-
suer insisted upon another circumstance, that he did not deal by commission,
nor stated any commission, but furnished the goods to the defenders at the
same price he furnished them to the factors and others in Holland.

THE Loans repelled the defence, and decerned."

The pleadings in this case being extremely loose, I shall endeavour to put it
in its true light. The pursuer insisted, that he was not bound to send a letter
of advice. Ergo, Whatever damages might have happened by want of that
advice, he would not have been liable. For example, had the ship arrived at

Borrowstounness, and the goods been lost in the landing, or after they were
landed, for want of care, the pursuer by his argument 'would not have been
answerable. This is surely pleading the point too high. If regular advice may
possibly prevent loss, it clearly follows, that it is the duty of the factor or mer-
chant to give advice,: In the present case this step was indispensable, where
the commission.was to send the goods either to Greenock, Leith, or Borrows-
tounness; for without advice the defenders could not know where to expect
their goods. This point being established, the only remaining point is, Whe-
ther the factor's neglect of duty will subject him to every damage that might

possibly have beer prevented by a regular advice, or only to the damage which
is the necessary consequence, of neglecting to give advice? This question is
easily determined; for I take it to be a general rule in all other affairs, as well
as in commerce, that neglect of duty subjects the party to every risk and to
every damage, except what he can show must necessarily have happened though
he had done his duty. Upon this reasoning the interlocutor is well founded
for the pursuer made it evident, that the goods must have perished though he
had done his duty. The letter of advice he sent, though late, yet gave the
defenders an opportunity to insure, if they thought this measure proper; be-

use they did not hear of the shipwireck for some time. after this letter of ad-
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vice came to hand. They did not, however, insure; and from this it was just-
ly presumed, that they woukl:ct ~have insured though tbey, had got. the most
early advice,

S Dic1 Ya67p. 90.

1758. December i2.
COUNTESs-DowAGER of GLASGOW aainst JANET THERMES.

LADY GLASGOw being to send some looking-glasses from Edinburgh to Glas-
gow, gave express orders to the carriers of them, who were employed under
Janet Thermes, a carrier, to carry them upon horseback, 4n not in a cart;
which orders were promised to be dbyed.'

The carriers, however, put them upon-a cart above meal. When they ar-
rived at Glasgow, they were found to be broke.

In a process at my Lady's instance against Janet Thefmes, for the vaki bf
the glasses, Janet Thermes proved, that the glasses were so insufficiently pack.
ed in the frames, that they could hardly fail to have been broke though carried
on horseback.

THE LoRDYs found Janet Thermes liable."

Act. Milkr. Alt.; a. Debymple.

.a Fol. Diie. V. 4. p:, 59; Fac 'Gio. NO '144. p. 26.

r771. February. OClaVIE aggin4t Ross and WooD.

OCAviE at London, sent a cask of ppleto his brother at Edinburh, dirc
ed to William Ogilvie, Esq; by theshpAdolphus, Ross master. oss, who

brought the kp9les, safe to Leith, coild 'iot find, from. the vague direction of
Esquire, 'Wheie to' sehd them, but al we Wood, a factor in Leith, to take
them into his custody, Where they remimied some months till they were spoil_
ed; after which Ogilvie discovered fhem, -and pursued both Ross and Wood
for fheir vdlue.--THE LORDs at first found, Wood liable; but, on review, when
it appeared that the loss was owing to. Ogilvie at London not sending a bill of
lading, and that Ogilvie at Edinburgh had not made sufficient timeous en-
quiry about the parcel, the -Court alteted ind 'assoilzied. See APPENTDIX.
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